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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this short-term initiative WHMO raised awareness on social peacebuilding, encouraged women
meaningful participation in strengthening social peace and supported women rights for their political
participation. The project had the following three main compenents.
•
•
•

Five (5) Live Radio Roundtables/Talk-shows,
Three (3) Radio Dramas and
A workshop for 10 Local Journalist & Communication Professionals

The main aim of the project was to raise local people awareness on peace process, peace negotiation,
women political participation and to boost up local journalists and communication professionals
capacity and knowhow to effectively address women rights issues and to report the coverage of conflict
sensitive issues, violence and peacebuilding issues in the community as well as to critically analyze the
outcomes of ethical journalism & media working for peacebuilding, and how to manage rumors and
misinformation. It aims to enable the community to be aware of their basic rights and to positively
change their attitude and behaviors to work for peace & prosperity and gender empowerment.
In the “community voice” several eminent personalities such as civil society activitsts, women rights
activists, university lecturers, influential leaders and religious scholars on their turn participated and
expressed their invaluable views and understandings regarding women basic rights, women role in
social peace and peace process and women’s constructive involvement in politics. Moreover, they
provided insight on the meaningful inclusion of women that they should have decision-making
authority - in peace and transition processes. They further added that inclusive peace frameworks not
only better reflect the diversity of society, they increase the durability and the quality of peace.
The script for the “peace voice” was developed by a professional playwright which was locally relevant
and culturally thoughtful in a common idiom and slang language. They illustrated diverse aspects of
Afghan family life and the different roles men and women can play in social peacebuilding, They were
designed in such a manner to encourage community to support the ongoing peace negotiations as well
as women participation in government and social initiatives to determine social justice.
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The 2-Day workshop on “Peace Journalism” built ten (10) participants theoretical knowledge, knowhow
and understanding on peace journalism and its characteristics, conflict sensitive and peace report
teachinqe and principles, media role in peace, reducation of violence, and social disputes, conflicts’
analysis, difference between conflict and violence, peaceful and violent disputes, consequences of
conflict, factors and root causes and ways for tackling it.
Though the project was short-term with limited activities, yet it left enduring impacts on the lives of
the local people. Their perception and mindsets positively improved and reformed. Moreover, it
created and revived the sense of socialization and spirit of social responsibility in local people which
can easily be determined from calls made during the talk-shows by the listeners. The ten (10) journalists
trained from radio and TV stations developed reports regarding social peace and beoadcasted through
print and electronic media. They will play a pivotal role for social peace development using the platform
of print and electronic media.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
During reporting period the following activities were successfully undertaken.
Medai Program Actvities
1. Community Voice (Panel Discussion)
Under this component of the project, five (5) live roundtable talk-shows were produced and aired
bringing together two (2) participants with each roundtable who were quite active and
knowledgeable in the area of social peacebuilding, peace negotiation and women’s rights in Khost
province. A journalist was assigned the duty to assume the role of a host and facilitator during panel
discussions and was given proper orientation session by our media expert to successfully carry out
this task.
Each live talk-show two respected guests graced with their presence with at least one female civil
society or women rights activist to share their valuable expert opinions on social peace and
women’s role in its building. Each roundtable talk-show was of one hour broadcasted on weekly
basis in which live calls were also entertained to get listeners’ input or to clarify any confusion they
had about social peace and peace process, women’s rights and their participation in government
and social activities.
The live panel discussions incorporated key topics like value of social peace in community
development, women and community/religious leaders’ role in strengthening peace and peace
process. The discussion was not only restricted to peace and women role in social peace process,
but it also shed light on the Role of Khost women in peace process, security challenges for women
in Peace Process in Khost, women’s social rights in the light of Islamic perspective, Khost Women's
Commitment to Peace, hope for peace process and regional countries role in peace process etc.
1.1.

#
1
2
3
4
5

Broadcasting live Panel Discussions Audios:
Program (s)
Media Links
st
1 Round Table Show
https://youtu.be/X9xS0dTIc7A
nd
2 Round Table Show https://youtu.be/PE1l8YJQEnM
3rd Round Table Show
https://youtu.be/IpoTyIfM68U
th
4 Round Table Show
https://youtu.be/X9xS0dTIc7A
5th Round Table Show
https://youtu.be/ECt8t57sVa4
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Broadcasting Date
05 June, 2021
19 June, 2021
01 July, 2021
10 July, 2021
17 July, 2021

2. Peace Voice (Radio Drama)
This component of the project involved production of a series of dramatic texts developed by media
expert in accordance with current societal context. The complete texts prepared by radio
scriptwriter, Mr. Ezatullah AKbari were recorded by professional actors as per the target area
requirements. The dramas highlighted sundry aspects of Afghan family life and the different roles
men and women can play, while also raising related issues of peace process, responsibilities’
complications and how they intersect with peace and human rights. It also encouraged community
to support the ongoing peace negotiations, and encourage women participation in governance and
social initiatives to determine social justice.
WHMO’s director and technical expert tried their level best to develop these dramas with
edutainment, to both educate and amuse listeners and audience. These dramas focused on issues
of women role in resolving community disputes, value of peace in daily life, women and family
responsibilitiy in strengthening social peace, women empowerment, gender equality and women’s
involvement in politics and peace process. These dramas proved a wonderful medium in positively
changing the perception, attitude and behavior as well as the existing negative stereotypes a
community holds about women, their roles and responsibilities and to encourage the community
to support women role in the ongoing peace negotiations. People have started showing leniency
towards women’s rights and their roles in social peace strengthening.
2.1.

#
1
2
3

Broadcasting Radio Dramas Audios:
Program (s)
1st Radio Drama
2nd Radio Drama
3rd Radio Drama

Media Links
https://youtu.be/csY5j4FTgaA
https://youtu.be/eqmXYjVGBHg
https://youtu.be/tEMCESMgsJY

Broadcasting Date
10 June, 2021
24 June, 2021
08 July, 2021

3. Program broadcasting 15 May – 31 July

➢ Roundtable Discussion: Totally five (5) panel discussions have been broadcasted during the
reporting period (see the detailed broadcasting schedule for more details)
➢ Radio Drama: Totally four (3) dramas have been broadcasted during the reporting period
(see the detailed broadcasting schedule for more details)
➢ The Panel discussion was broadcasted at 9:00 AM on Saturday whereas radio drama was
broadcasted at 4:00 PM on Wednesday based on WHMO already approved broadcasting
schedule across the Khost province.
4. Media Workshops Organizing

The 2 Days Peace Journalism Workshop has been organized in Matoon, the provincial capital of
Khost Province. 10 participants, from the local media organizations such as print media, TV and
radio stations participated in the workshop.
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4.1.

The topics of the workshop were consisted of three main components:

•

•
•

4.2.

Building theoretical knowledge of participants on:
o What is peace journalism?
o Who is peace journalist?
o Characteristics of peace journalism
o Conflict sensitive and peace report teachinqe and principles
o Media role in peace and reducation of violence, journalism and social disputes,
o Why and how conflict should be analizyed,
o Difference between conflict and violence
o Peaceful and violent desputes, consequences of conflict
o Factors and root causes and ways for tackling it.
o Relevant information on Access to Information Law, Afghanistan Constitution,
related Laws, International Instruments and Islamic values.
o Writing skill of peace journalism report
Skills on how to collect and analyze information to prepare peace report, design media
program on social peacebuilding process, and ways of collaboration between civil
society, local media organizations and journalists.
Planning for the follow up action after the workshop by Participants, where the
participants were divided into 5 groups, each group has identified potential issue related
to the inclusive peace, developed their plan for the follow action.

Key Results of the Workshop:

•

•

•
•
•
•

Enhanced knowledge and skills of the 10 participants on:
o How to work collectively and cooperatively for tackling the social conflict,
o Violence and peace sensitive information,
o Preparation of reports,
o How to effectively run media programs
o Advocacy and lobbying.
Their skills developed on:
o How to collect and analyse information to prepare media reports,
o How to design media programs on social peace,
o How to address domestic and social violence,
o How to use media advocacy for policy change,
o How to develop media reports and
o Ways of collaboration between civil society and local media organizations and
journalists.
Improved linkages among the civil society activists and media professionals for future
collaboration on the issues of peacebuilding process.
Their knowhow developed on the sense of citizenship and spirit of being a committed
journalists.
According to the final evaluation conducted, all the participants were happy and
satisfied with the organization of the workshop, its facilities, quality of the training
material and delivery methodology of the trainer.
They expressed their views at the end that they felt quite mature and confident after
attending this workshop for dealing with social issues and complications.
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•

They all developed and published reports on social peace and women rights in Khost
province which is the greatest achievement and now they will advocate for women
empowerment and gender equality with greater confidence.

5. Monitoring and Evaluation activities:
During implementation of the project, WHMO on regular basis monitored the programs and their
broadcasting quality, time and date based on the broadcasting schedule. WHMO regularly received
listeners’ feedback regarding the quality of the program, the content of the program, social peace,
women role in stenthening social peace, relevancy and interest of the program in the province.
WHMO project manager and coordinator performed weekly monitoring of the program in local
partner radio.
5.1. Evaluation:
The feedback given by listeners through direct phone calls to our media monitoring cell and the
panelists are the key indicators of the success of the program. According to their feedback, the
programs are heard with great and keen interest in both urban and rural areas, and one of the key
factor of the interest is integrating religious aspect of the issue related to the social peace in all
components of the program and also ensuring balance in focus on both male and female in respect
to the social peacebuilding. Moreover, they appreciated the organization, design and content of
the planned programs and expressed their desire of their extension.
6. Problems encountered
During the reporting period, there were no major problems in the implementation that need to be
reported. All the activities were successfully and efficiently implemented as per the donor and
schedule requirement.
7. Plans for future activities
All the activities under the current project have been successfully completed, based on the agreed
project timeline.
8. Program Findings:
The participants welcomed the contents of two days workshops expressing that they learnt many
things from workshop such as what is peace journalism, fundamental principle of peace journalism,
skills to develop peace report, safety during peace and conflict, senseive journalism and tactics of
reporting. Furthermore, they learnt how to report these things in print, TV and radio programs for
social peacebuilding.
Besides, they grasped reporting on peace, and how to raise awreness of the people on importance
of peacebuilding such as Media advocacy skills and now they can understand principles and skills
to develop their peace journalism report in the province.
They further added that being journalists this workshop is very important for them as they learnt
many things and they will follow these issues in future, really, this workshop is relevant with our
organization functions. Then they said that the same skills that they got here will practically be
implemented in their media organizations and they will produce the same useful program for other
aspirants, listners and audaince. (The feedback of the training participants)
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•
•
•
•

Local community knowledge and knowhow greatly developed on social peace, women basic
rights and on their roles amd responsibilities.
Listeners’ perception, attitude and behavior positively changed, determined and measured
through audience feedback and media team interaction in community.
Women and young girls confidence level increased to discuss and raise the social issues
they encounter with in terms of their rights, roles and responsibilities.
Both men and women behavior towards inclusive peace is exemplary as it increases the
durability and quality of peace.

•
•
•
•

The feedback of the audience in support of program and feedback of the trainees for the
trainer, training contents and methodology is appreciable.
Training participants got fully acquainted with peace journalism, its characteristics, factors
causing social disputes and how effectively to address them in print and electronic media.
Punctuality and regularity have been observed in program hosts, panalists, trainers and
trainees.
Great enthusiasm has been observed for listening in audience towards the program and in
trainees for learning during training session.

9. Conclusions:
According to the feedback of the participants of the interviews, feedback of the audience and
informal survey through media team strengthening social peace and a safe and secure
environment is mandatory for the survival of human beings and development of societies and
communities. Moreover, this conclusion has been drawn from the received live calls that the
meaningful inclusion of women in social peace and peace process across the peacemaking
landscape is critical to replace violence with non-violence. It gives women a room for decisionmaking while exclusive peace processes natuch away from women the power of decision-making
processes that intimately affect them and their communities.
Moreover, while having an informal discussion with women rights activits an important point they
raised was that if women’s livelihoods security is enhanced it would undoubtedly increase their
involvement in social peace and peace process and would decrease domestic and social violence,
but we need to educate our community, they added. They further added that such interventions
can play a vital role in educating and raising awareness in community and can have real impact on
increasing women meaningful participation in peace process and can improve their fundamental
rights and freedom in the society.
10. Recommendations:
Based on the feedback attained through live calls and informal survey conducted by WHMO media
team, local community showed greater interest in listening to the program and many
recommended the project to be continued in future not only in this province but also in other
provinces so that more and more people get benefitted from it by building their understanding and
knowhow regarding women role in peace process and women rights. Even the partner radio crew
appreciated this step of USIP for raising awareness of the common folks on critical issues like this
and expressed their aspiration for the project extension so that more and more people knowhow
and understanding get developed on social peace, women basic rights, their roles in peace process
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and duties as responsible citizens. The esteemed guests also demanded for the project more spread
over keeping in view its significance. The thing which was a pleasant surprise for us was that male
young blood sounded in favour of women’s rights support and craved for its extension, they further
said it has a compound effect which will turn out visible after a few months. Therefore, we
recommend the project to be continued in future to play a game-changer role in bringing social
justice and socialization in the peace process.
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ATTACHEMETN A: PICTURES

Picture 1: 5th June 2021 Radio Live Radio
Talk Show

Picture 2: on 19th August 2021 Radio Live
Radio Talk Show

Picture 3: 1th July 2021 Radio Live Radio

Picture 4: on 10th July 2021 Radio Live

Talk Show

Radio Talk Show
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Picture 5: 17th July 2021 Radio Live Radio
Talk Show

Picture 6: 10th July 2021 Radio Drama

Picture 7: 24th June Radio Drama

Picture 8: on 8th July 2021 Radio Drama
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Picture 9: 27th July 2021 Peace Journalism
Training Workshp

Picture 10: 28th 2021 Peace Journalism
Training Workshp

Picture 11: Peace Journalism Training
Workshp

Picture 12: 2021 Peace Journalism Training
Workshp
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